Ta.~ p~esant paper tries to outlln~ a model to ~nhanc~ tile trm~sfer control within the N~T;d. Machine Translation, System. The model is being currently tested An th~ ~srman-Spanish system which is under development in Barcelona and relies upon techniques belonging to the GPSG framework. The central idea is to extract from the transfer part of th,~ phrase structure rules currently used by METAL all the :4elevant generalizable information about feature traffic and control dependences, and put at in form of language-dependent tables. This infomnaticn is then accessed and h~mdled by a few high-level rule operators, called during th,~ transfe~ process, implementing three general feature pz:~nciples. The grammar writer is thereby relieved from the todinus task of controlling all the feature traffic between nodes, this resulting in a clea~er, shorter and safer grab,mr for the system. This is why the idea became to adapt som~ 0£ the ideas offered by the GPSG (mostly the CAP and the HFC universal feature inst~tiatioa principle~) and we~fo~mulate th~ so that they can be us~!d fez 0an purposes.
The original idea was to directly apply the &~SG principles I;o the syste~b since, basically, ME'2~, disposes of the necessary structure for it (i.e., it is a PS-based systen b and thus, it works with structu~.al d~scriptions [trees] consisting of bundles of featu~e~value pai~s [nodes] ).
However, the fact that the GPSG model was originally conceived for analysis (transfer being quite a different problem) and that METAL lacks mechanisms which are central to the GPSG model, like LP/ID ~ules, metarules, FSD and FCR, etc., showed the unpracticability of such a direct appruach. This is why the idea became to adapt som~ 0£ the ideas offered by the GPSG (mostly the CAP and the HFC universal feature inst~tiatioa principle~) and we~fo~mulate th~ so that they can be us~!d fez 0an purposes. Apa~-t from the lexical DBs METAL has some 500 PS rules, whose form can roughly be described as follows: Two tasks central to the Transfer Process are the Feature Traffic (i.e., ,hich f-v-pairs need to be sent up and down in which moment, and from which node to which node/s), and the handling of Control Dependences (i.e., which child node of one analysis tree or sub-trme [henceforth local tree] must be transferred first, in order for other slbling nodes to be able to be rightly transferred).
The two mentioned tasks ere now handled by the Grammar writer in the Transfer part of the t~TAL Grammar
Rules through calls to "low level" feature traffic operators (i.e., copy one or more f-v-pairs from the root node to a child node, from one child node to another sibling node, or from one child node to the root node).
What the present Transfer Control Model proposes is to extract from the rules ell which can be generalizable in this process regarding feature traffic and control dependences end carry it out through calls to a few "high level" operators which use information stored in the syst~ database in form of tables stating which f-v-pairs must be present in a given node, which nodes are controllers, end which other nodes are oontrollees within a given local tree.
3.-Basic Definitions.
In this section there follows a number of definitions which will be used throughout the rest of the paper. * In case Control Dependences (see below) exist within the current local tree, the Head Node is the controller node. Otherwise, the Head Node must be egplicitely stated for each particular tree structure, normally being the X(BAR-I) child node, in a local tree d~inated by a root node X(BAR)
Notice that this definition of Head Node has been tailored ad-hoc for this model end deviates considerably fro~ the traditional notion of Head in the X-bar theory, for instance.
Dependent Node [DN]:
A child node of the local tree which is controlled bya ~,
A child node of the local tree which is not controlled by any HN. It contains information stating which f-v-pairs are considered to be members of the set HEAD. The decision of which f-v-pairm must be HF£D members is crucial to the model. In a first approach, we will adopt a pragmatical criterion. This means that we will include as HEAD features those f-v-pairs which are currently percolated in the corresponding gules, and which we make sure are actually needed for the Transfer Process.
However, the aim is to extrapolate from this first approach a (maybe language-dependent) theoretical hypothesis about HEAD Features which enables to state a general criterion to establish the HF membership. Here is a schematic example of the Lexical Access Table: S PANIS II-LA T: ... + .................. + ............... + ...................... +   ........ ÷ ................... ÷ ............... + .............. 
4.2.-Lcxieal Access
LN ! LA~' ! INF ! ILAF ! .
80~ Conclusion
Although tho model outline hez e must stJl! 1)~: ~:~xlly tested and parts of it r~=~Jpecified accordintl to tlv~ ~esults, it seems to be a valid approach to the p~obl~.~ oz the transfer control in the METAL system.
A ntm~er Of questions still rm~a~, o~)en, na~0ely: 
